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Ahmad Khwaja Muhammad.—Some New Inscriptions from
the Golkonda Fort. EIM. 1937-38, pp. 47-52.	[352
Six inscriptions are edited, (i) On a gun, Persian-Arabic text. Dated
1077 H. gives the names of the founder as Muhammad c AH-' Arab, and
the capacity of munitions, (2) On a gun, dated lo;o H. Same information
<3) Over an entrance to a mosque, records the building of the mosque
by one Mulla Khiyali in 977 H. (4) In the interior of a mosque refers
to repairs. (5) Records the construction of the bastion called Haidari
Bastion in the fort of the city of Muhammadanagar, dated 1077 A. D.
The architect's name is given as Dharinachar.
Ahmad, Manlavi Shamsuddin.—The  Navagram  Inscription
of Sultan   Musrat   Shah  of  Bengal.   EIM.   1937-38,   pp.
37-38."	"	[353
The epigraph edited records the erection of a mosque by one Mlyan
Murazzam on the 4th B.ajab, 932 H.
	Two   Inscriptions ' from   Sherpur,   Bogra   District,
Bengal, EIM. 1937-38, pp. 17-22.	-	[354
The two epigraphs here edited are found fixed in the front wall, on
one side of the central entrance leading to the prayer-chamber of a
mosque called Kherua mosque, now in ruins. (I) Indicates that the1
sanctuary was built by Mirza Murad Khan on 20 January, 1582. (2)
Indicates the virtues of one who leaves a monument behind.
Aiyangar, A. N. Krishna.—Two Dindima Inscriptions from
Mul land ram. Bmv. V, Pfc. 2.	[355
The two inscriptions contain records, of land-grants made by two
members of the Dindima family, which had produced a number of
Sanskrit poets who were connected, with the ruling house of Vijaya-
nagara as composers of royal Sasanas. These inscriptions in Tamil-
Grantba character found in a temple at Mullandrara, the native village
of tbe Dindima poets, bSlp to ascertain the exact relationship of some of
the well-known members of the family.
Aiyangar, S. Krlshnasvami.—The Vedanarayana-perumal
Inscription: Anur (No. 76 of the Epigraphiat's Collection
of 1932-33). JSVOL II, Pfc. 1, pp. 107-120.	[356
The inscription is built into the wall of the temple of Vedanarayana-
perumal at Anur, a village in the Kalattur division of the Chinglepet
District It refers to the time of a king, Rajakesarivarman. The
prasasti begins with a Tamil expression well known in Chola inscriptions
and refers to an achievement of Rajaraja L The expression is the
equivalent of ** the destruction of ships in the roads of Kandalur ". The
actual date is A, D. 999. Gives text and translation.

